Micro-media is a new media form under the new technical system. The research work of this study is mainly to: (1) Summarize the research results of scholars and redefine the concept of micro-media; (2) Conclude the characteristics of the micromedia and list currently active smartphone software about micro-media; (3) Discuss current situation and influences of micro-media in the aspects of traditional media, public opinion and education. In addition, these can provide reference for relevant studies.
INTRODUCTION
With continuous innovation of science and technology, popularity of wireless network and rapid development of smartphone, micro-media has penetrated into all aspects of people's lives. Following the 2010, smart phones and third party applications are widely used. Most of time that people used to obtain external information is gradually occupied by micro-media. The scope of micro-media is extended. Micro-media has had a broad and profound impact on human's social behaviour, life learning, values and ways of thinking.
According to "The 36th China Internet Development Statistics Report" which was published on the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) in July 23, 2015，it showed that: As of June 2015, the number of Internet users in Tencent WeChat and QQ had reached 606 million, accounting for 90.8% of the total netizen. Among them, the mobile phone users had accounted for 91%. Weibo users scale was 204 million. Weibo user number of mobile phone was 162 million, accounting for 79.4% of the total Weibo users.
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DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MICRO-MEDIA

Definition of Micro-Media
The word "media" comes from Latin word "Medius", meaning between two objects. Media is medium of information communication. It is a tool which helps human beings to transmit information. It is also the channels, carriers, intermediaries or technical means to access information.
For micro-media, the current academic scholars in China have different definitions, mainly in the following statements:
Definition one: Li Lu [1] thinks that micro-media, sometimes called new media, is a new form of media under the new technological support system. Micro-media is a new media with the contrast to traditional media such as newspaper, television, radio and so on.
Definition two: Zhe Jianghong [2] considers that micro-media refers to the structure of network communication with a number of independent publishing points, especially refers to the network structure with a large number of individual components. Only to understand the individual is meaningless.
Definition three: Gong Chengbo [3] believes that Micro-media is a new form of media, represented by Weibo and WeChat. It is different from the forms of microcontent, micro-social and micro-payment.
Based on these characteristics of the micro-media, this paper gives a redefinition: Micro-media is a new media form with social attributes on mobile terminal. Its communication structure is issued by a large number of independent network publishing points. It provides users platform which is relayed on user's social relationships on the Internet. The information can be timely released, shared, and disseminated on the platform. At present, the main forms of micro-media are WeChat, Weibo etc.
Characteristics of Micro-Media
Weibo, WeChat are two main types of micro-media. Due to the unique characteristics of micro-media, their users are very large. Chen Peihan, Yu Guofeng [4] and other scholars have made a deep study on its characteristics. THE INDIVIDUAL AND CIVILIAN COMMUNICATION SUBJECTS.
To a large extent, Micro-media breaks the situation that personal participation in traditional media is not high. And micro-media provides an independent platform for individuals. The boundary between information communicator and receiver is blured. It also stimulates people's desire to create, participate and express. These form a new communication pattern of "everyone is the media". THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL AND INTERACTIVE TRANSMISSION MODE [4] . Micro-media has a large number of information recipients, also called social groups. Compared with the traditional linear communication of one-to-many, information that published in the micro-media can be able to interact with a number of social groups. The interaction ways include response, discussion and feedback. These can achieve three-dimensional transmission mode of one-to-one, one-to-many, manyto-many. THE INSTANT AND FISSION [5] PROPAGATION PROCESS Micro-media users spread the events, news, views and ideas in the first time, and then the information is concerned, commented and forwarded by other netizen. Each user will become a new center of information dissemination, and the information will spread to their Weibo fans or WeChat friends, the fission-type communication process can be achieved. THE FRAGMENTED COMMUNICATION CONTENT [6] Micro-media content mostly carries out the word limit. It shows the characteristics of "fragmentation" [7] .The fragmentation of content, not only meet needs of the public information and fast-paced life, but also affect people's way and habits of attention, analysis and expression.
Relying on its own many advantages, micro-media has got the rapid growth in just a few years.
MAJOR TYPES OF MICRO-MEDIA
Micro-media emerges in the process of transition from Web1.0 to Web2.0. In the Web1.0 era, users are just browsers, showing a kind of elite culture; In the Web2.0 era, the user has the right to read and write, showing a kind of Grass Root Culture with the distinctive characteristic of decentralization [ 8 ] .The main types are shown in table 1. 
RESEARCH ON THE INFLUENCE OF MICRO-MEDIA
With the rapid development of micro-media, more and more scholars have paid attention to its impact. By reviewing the research results of different scholars, this paper explores the origin researches, summarizes its influence on traditional media, public opinion and education etc.
The Origin of Micro-Media Impact
"Is Google Making Us Stupid?" was published in "The Atlantic" to explore the impact of Internet on human, which is wrote by G. Carr Nicholas [ 9 ] a famous scientist in August 2008. It analyses that Google provides convenience for human obtaining information. But the way of human thinking becomes dull as the reason of reduced thinking. A book named "ID: The Quest for Identity in the 21st Century" is published by neuroscience Susan Greenfield [10] in 2009. It suggests that humans rely on computers too much, which is changing the way of brain works. G. Carr Nicholas [11] also published the book "The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains" to summarize his research results in 2010. He discusses the impact of Internet on human behavior patterns in depth.
Impact on Traditional Media
Traditional media refers to newspapers, magazines, radio, television and so on. At present, the micro-media with its unique advantages is challenging traditional media to control the time dimension. It also challenges the "information channel" status of traditional media in the spatial dimension.
Wang Hailan [12] analyses its impact from the communication pattern theory, function and audience theory etc. She believes that micro-media has subverted the traditional transmission whose communication pattern is single. To a certain extent, the framework and operational mechanism of traditional communication theory have been impacted, deconstructed and even subverted. For example, the Lasswell's "5W" model, Weaver Shannon model etc. Zheng Lingling [13] thinks that the timeliness of micro-media is stronger than traditional media. From the way of communication, it promotes information fission communication. From the cost of communication, the concept of "micro" is reflected on the aspects of information content and communication methods. These are incomparable by traditional media.
In the future, the interaction between traditional media and micro-media should be improved. In addition, pattern of win-win cooperation between the media should be formed. In this way, the favorable conditions for social harmony can created.
Influence on Public Opinion
The public opinion under the micro-media environment is a cross research area between social science and natural science [14] . In the context of micro-media, public opinion follows a certain rule of communication: Friends broke the news or reports from traditional media → Users discussed → Formed pressure of public opinion → Media followed up to echo network issues and dug new facts → Government responded positively → Once again lifted the discussion waves → Government solved problems and asked the responsibility → User's attention transferred → Public opinion disappeared [15] . Take the United States marathon bombing reports [16] as an example. Based on theoretical reflection about the practice of "net press" in the micro-media environment, the author puts forward the principle of pragmatic and timely silence. Hang Xiaoping analyses from the perspective of "communication flow" [17] . He believes that we can eliminate the network rumors by controlling the "flow of information", guiding the" flow of influence", eliminating noise. These can give the audience a pure and civilized public opinion environment of micro-media.
Impact on Education
College students are the first group to accept new things and new ideas, also the easiest one.
Xie Wuying and Zhao Zhou [18] take the problem of "media literacy" about college students as the starting point. They think that good media literacy can improve college students' ability to criticize the media information. Students can consciously resist the rumors, and prevent micro-media from causing harm to society and themselves. Ni Xiechao [19] discusses the dual influence of micro-media on students. On the one hand, the micro-media is conducive to active students' ideas, promote students' learning, enrich students' life; On the other hand, the network also contains passive and negative information, it has brought many negative effects on students' thought, learning and mental health.
Relevant education departments and staff should always pay attention to youth behavior and ideological trends through micro-media. They should take appropriate measures to deal with these problems in time.
SUMMARY
According to the existed research results, this paper summarizes micro-media features and makes a new definition for micro-media. Based on the characteristics of micro-media, influences of micro-media on the aspects of traditional media, public opinion and education are concluded. At the same time, future research direction and trend of micro-media is forecasted.
